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Project goals

+New generation of a residential heat or cold meter; cost optimized to compete 
against turbine meter

+The new product should enable the ultrasonic technology the breakthrough at 
the residential market
 adapted customer requirements while keeping the proven advantages of 

the ultrasonic technology (high accuracy, no moving parts, reliability)

+To meet the goals especial the cost efficiency we use a new material for the 
volume measuring tube
 glass-fiber reinforced plastic
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Technical data

+Heat or cold meter

+Volume measuring tube: glass-fiber reinforced plastic

+Nominal flow rates, sizes and connections:

– 0,6m³/h, 110mm ,¾“

– 1,5m³/h, 110mm, ¾“

– 1,5m³/h, 130mm, 1“

– 2,5m³/h, 130mm, 1“

+Sealing: EPDM for measuring tube and temperature sensor

+Temperature range: 5 – 90°C

+Nominal pressure: PN 10

+Metrological class: 1 : 100, class 2

+Approval: MID, acc. EN1434
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Calculator

+Compact calculator in a small, attractive design

+A good readable display, bigger than at the 2WR6, 
with a digit height of 10 mm

+Calculator: split- and turnable

+Sensors: pocket short 5,2 x 45 mm
not removable
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Calculator

+Power supply: battery, not removable, 6 or 11 years
only AA-cells 
(advantage: no dangerous goods)

+Measurement cycles (default):
flow: 4 sec. temperature: 30 sec.

+Adaptive temperature measurement cycle (optional):
with an increase of the flow (≥ 30%), the measurement cycle
will be switched to a shorter one (8 sec.). As soon as
the temperature change in the system is small (e.g. 1 K) it 
will be backspaced to the longer cycle (30 sec.)
 better measurement result in fast changing systems
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Calculator, customer specific  scope for design
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customer specific 
labelling field

customer specific cover 
colour realizable

surface material: high 
class IMD- foil 
technology



Software features

+The established software features of the XS are implemented:

- displaying of error codes (negative flow rate, negative temperature 
difference)

- resetting of the missing time after the first installation

+Same error codes as the existing products (continuity)

+New: Error codes with time stamp

+New: F0- failure-smoothing: F0 e.g. air, will not be indicated 
right away, but delayed. 
Advantage: not every air bubble leads to a F0 display

less customer compliant due to this failure
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Software features

+New: activity indication on the LCD:

- with a positive flow rate a blinking symbol occurs on the display

+New: Creating of maxima (flow rate, temperature, etc.)

+Yearly set day for energy, volume, maxima, etc.

+New: 2 monthly set days for energy, volume, maxima, etc.
for up to 24 months.
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Communication

+Optical interface: faster than with XS or UH50

+M-Bus according to EN 13757

+Radio   option ( in preparation)
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Components  
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Summary plastic tube

+ Installation of the EPDM rubber gaskets

- The achievement of the tightness is very easy (after the connection nut
starts compressing the gaskets a further ¼ rotation is enough)

- correct tightened gaskets stay tight till the break of the armature

+Mechanical stress of the plastic measurement tube

- No shearing of the thread 

- always a hearable break 

- almost identical fracture behavior
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Highlights

+Cost optimized plastic meter in ultrasonic technology
 no moving parts, very high measuring accuracy 

+Very light and very robust as well

+Modern and attractive design

+New help- and useful features e.g. adaptive temperature measurement, 
storage of maxima, 2 monthly set days, activity indication, big LCD, etc.

+ Customer specific scope for design: labeling, colour)
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Thank you for 
your attention
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